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GENERAL

1.

1.1

Purpose

This section provides REAborrowers, consulting engineers,
and other interested parties with technical information for use
in the design and construction of REAborrowers' telephone systems. 11 It
the preparation of Part III, REAForm 537c, REA
covers, in particular,
- CAMA,
Specification for Equipment for Auton:atic Number Identification
Form
REA
of
Detailed Equipment Requirements." Refer to paragraph 1.4
537a to determine the field of use of this specification.
1.11

RF.AForm 537a, establishes minimum
The General Specification,
for automatic number
perforn:ance requirements and capabilities
(ANI) equipment to be supplied for .use in the telephone
identification
systems of REAborrowers. However, the n:any variables involved make it
for ANI equipment
impractical to devise a single overall specification
which will insure the provision of adequate and appropriate facilities
Accordingly, Part III, "Detailed Equipment
to fit every situation.
Requirements, 11 REAForm 537c, was prepared to permit the particular
arrangements and requirements for individual offices to be specified.
to prospective suppliers of the equipment. The "Detailed Requirements"
are based upon the premise that the ANI equipment is in compliance with
Therefore, prior to preparation of the
the General Specification.
11
11
Detailed Requirements, the General Specification should be consulted,
1.12
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Most of the items covered by REAForm 537c are those that
have purposely been left fle:xible in the General Specification in order to meet the requirements of individual situations.
the basic
In some instances it may become necessary to deviate from
deviaSuch
,
ication
Specif
l
Genera
the
in
requirements established
s
feature
the
all
ng
obtaini
to
limited
tions should be strictly
They should be shown in detail in
required for each situation.
requirements established in Part I,
the
Part III and will supersede
General Specification.
1.13

for ANI equipment, it will be
a specification
the following sections of
review
to
er
helpful for the engine
Manual even though
uction
Constr
and
the REATelephone Engineering
number identification:
.tic
automa
to
y
most of them do not relate directl
1.14

In preparing

11
REATE&CM157, "Customer Toll Dialing
REATE&CM205, 11Preparation of an Area Coverage Design"
REATE&CM319, "Interoffice Trunking and Signaling"
REATE&CM325, 11Application Guide for the Preparation
of Detailed Step-by-Step Central Office
Equipment Requirements"
11
REATE&CM326, Application Guide for the Preparation
- Detailed
of Part III Specifications
ements"
Requir
ent
Toll Office Equipm
ation
Prepar
the
for
327, "Application Guide
REATE&CM
Detailed
of
ication
of Part III - Specif
Dialing
ce
Distan
Direct
Requirements for
11
Equipment
335, 11Application Guide for the Preparation
REATE&CM
l Central Office
of Detailed CommonContro
11
Equipment Requirements
REATE&CM500, "Telephone Traffic"
REATE&CM511, "Telephone Traffic - Dial Equipment for
Toll Centers"
707, "Station Equipment Aspects of Automatic
REATE&CM
Number Identification"

The Area Coverage Design (ACD) (or Supplemental Loan Proposal
(SLP) - see REABulletin 320-14) for the project should be
However, because of the
studied carefully.and used as a reference.
that some of the information therein may require updating
possibility
in
to include recent changes, current information should be used
the A.CD
in
that
from
If this information differs
preparing Part III.
the
with
REA
to
or Supplemental Loan Proposal, it should be submitted
for approval.
plans and specifications
1.16 The engineer should be familiar with the latest issue of the
American Telephone and Telegraph Company's "Notes on Distance
Dialing" (the "Blue Book").
1.15
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The ANI equipment and associated interoffice trunk groups
are to be engineered on the same 5-year period that is
A 25-year estirmte
custormry for local dial and for toll offices,
and planning
plan
is desirable as a guide in layout of the floor
growth capacities.
1.17

Throughout this Guide, wherever some action is specified to
be taken by the "Owner,'' the words "or its engineer" shall
be considered to be implied.
1.18

1.19 "Whereverparagraph numbers are shown in parentheses in the
following text, these numbers refer to the paragraphs in
Part III of the ANI Specification, REAForm 537c,
Reasons for Reissue

1.2

This Application Guide is reissued for the following reasons:

1.21
1.211

To rearrange the subject mtter
issue of REAForm 537,

to conform with the new

To recognize the situation where ANI equipment for a new
commoncontrol central office will be specified in RF.A
Form 537c, rather than in Parts III and IV of REAForm 524-, "General
Specification for ComnonControl Central Office Switching Equipment."
1.212

2.
2.1
3.

2)
ORDER(PARAGRAPH
E EQUIPMENT
NATUROF
(Paragraphs 2.1, 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4-) 'Ihe proper blank should be
checked to indicate the nature of the equipment order.
3)
(PARAGRAPH
DIALOFFICEEQUIPMENT
E EXISTINGLOCAL
VINTAGOF

(Paragraphs 3.1, 3.2, 3,3 and 3,4-) If either paragraph 2.1 or
2.2 of REAForm 537c has been checked by the Owner, the infor-mtion requested in paragraph 3 shall be provided by the Owner. This
inforrmtion is necessary so that the Bidder my properly engineer the
ANI equipment to be compatible with the existing equipment.
3.1

4-)
(PARAGRAPH
DIALOFFICEINFORMATION
4-. LOCAL
4-.1 Access Code(s) to be Used (Paragraph 4-.1)
11
4-.11 "Whilenorrmlly 111" will be used for SSSP and 0" for PPCS,
cases my arise where some other code is required by the
Owner. In any case, the access code(s) desired by the Owner shall·
be entered in paragraph 4-.1.
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Line and Terminal Information

4.2

(Paragraph 4.2)

(Paragraphs 4.21, 4.22 and 4.23) The information called forine
determ
in these paragraphs is needed so that the Bidder mayfor
the
ed
requir
be
will
which
ent
the amount and type of ANI equipm
from
led
obtail
be
should
ation
inform
The required
office ill question.
.Area
the
gh
althou
le,
possib
ver
current studies and records where
study may
Coverage Design (ACD)or the Direct Distance Dialing (DDD) Guide.)
cation
Appli
this
of
1.15
(See paragraph
be used as a guide.
for the
It is emphasized that the ANI equipment is beillg installed
numbers
ory
direct
and
als
5-year period, so the number of lines, termin
tly
presen
er
numb
the
as
same
to be shown will not necessarily be the
equipped.
4.21

PBXGroups (Paragraph 4.3)

4.3
4.31
listed

List here the number of PBXgroups expected ill the 5-yearthe
of
engineerillg period which will require identification
directory number.
Blocking DDDService from Pay Stations

4.4

(Paragraph 4.4)

(Paragraphs 4.41, 4.42 and 4.43) If the DDDsystem is not
it will be
arranged to accept DDDcalls from pay stations,
the DDD
ng
reachi
necessary to prevent calls from pay stations from
or cannot
not,
is
system. If the associated central office equipment
ary
necess
be
will
be, arranged to block access to the DDDnetwork, it
blocks
priat~
appro
to provide this feature in the ANI equipment. The
checked, a
ill paragraph 4.4 should be checked. If paragraph 4.42 is
4.422,
aph
check mark should be placed in paragraph 4.421 or paragr returned to
depending on whether the Owner wishes to have busy tone ction
the pay station on the blocked call, or to have the conne
to dial
released (forced disconnect) and the pay station reconnected
d in
entere
be
tone. Also, the number of pay stations involved shall
paragraph 4.43.
4.41

5.

5)
(PARAGRAPH
TYPEOF IDENTH'ICATION

Form
(Paragraphs 5.1 and 5.2) See paragraph 1.6.of Part I, REA
ble
availa
537a, for discussion of the types of identification
A study of·
and an explanation of the engineering factors involved.
cal
this information will supply the Owner with the necessary techni
5 of
information for filling in the appropriate blanks of paragraph
Part III, REAForm 537c,
5.1
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6.

5

6)
(PA.BA.GRAPH
INFORMATION
TRUNKING

portion of the informa.tion necessary to complete
the trlmking information can be obtained from a completely and
11
properly executed REAForm 810,1 Central Office E'4uipment Engineering
Information, 11 for the borrower s exchange. A completed REAForm 810
must be prepared for each exchange before attempting to complete the
trunking requirements in paragraph 6. If the ANI equipment is to be
an addition to an existing office, the existing REAF'orm 810 shou1d
be brought up-to-date on Sheet 2 (Trunking Plan). An up-to-date REA
Form 810 should be included, for information purposes, with the
sent to suppliers for bids.
specification

6.1 A considerable

6.2 There are two columns of blanks for paragraphs 6.11 and 116.2

Sent Paid) and ' PPCS
headed 11SSSP11 (Station-to-Station
Separate trunk groups may be
Collect, Special).
(Person-to-Person,
provided for each type of service, either to the same or separate
of trunks may be provided to an office
n
offices or a COilllilogroup
Where the distant office is in a
handling both types of service.
connecting company area, the types of trunks to be provided mu.st be
determined by negotiations with the connecting company.
(Paragraph 6.1) As indicated, the geographical name of the
distant office shall be entered in the appropriate column. If
the SSSP and PPCS services are hand1ed in the same office, the same
office name shall be entered in both columns. If 11PPCS11service is not
provided, the word "None" shall be entered under PPCS in paragraph
6.1. In this case, no entries shall be made in the other blari.ks under
11
PPCS11 in paragraphs 6.1 and 6.2.

6.3

6.4 Trunk Quantities

and Type of Operation (Paragraph 6.2)

the type of operation (signaling)
trunks handling ANI service, and
on
required
be
-which 1,Jill
When the distant office is
types.
each
of
the quantities of trunks
quantities of trunks
and
types
tne
area,
in a connecting company
and negotiation with the
ion
consultat
by
ed
required mu.st be determin
determine for itself
shall
Owner
the
e,
Otherwis
y.
connecting compa..~
In either case,
.
provided
be
to
trunks
of
s
the types and quantitie
s are suffi- _
quantitie
trunk
the
that
itself
assure
the Owner shall
anticipated
the
by
provided
load
CCS
hour
busy
the
cient to handle
holding
l
additiona
any
including
times,
holding
calling rates and
The
nt.
equipme
ANI
the
by
d
introduce
be
may
time per call which
operation
ANI
by
d
introduce
times
holding
inforrotion as to added
The probability of
must be obtained from the prosoective bidders.
is P=.01 for
ed
engineer
be
shall
loss to which ANI trunk groups
offices, unless
control
common
for
direct acting offices and B.005
ing inforengineer
The
.
company
g
otherwise specified by a connectin
taken
be
shall
6.42
h
paragrap
mation referred to in the following

6.41 Paragraph 6.2 specifies
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into consideration by the Owner in determining the type of operation
(signaling) required either for trunks to its own connecting office
or, in consultation with the connecting company, for trunks to a
connecting company ·office.
Paragraph 6.23 or 6.24 should be checked to indicate the
The type of signaling
desired.
type of trunk facilities
in paragraph 6.25. If
entered
be
shall
group
trunk
each
desired for
service, the trunk
PPCS
and
SSSP
both
handle
to
is
one trunk group
and the words
column,
SSSP
the
in
entered
be
quantity figure shall
11
separate trunk
If
column.
PPCS
the
in
Joint Use" shall be entered
quantity
required
the
required,
are
type
groups of the same signaling
column.
appropriate
the
for each type of service shall be entered in
of
type
the
specify
not
It should be noted that paragraph 6.25 does
actual
The
signaling.
of
eguipment to be provided, but only the type
equipment to be provided is specified in paragraph 6.5.
6.42

The engineering factors affecting the choice of a signaling
method are outlined in considerable detail in paragraph
3.112, lines 15 and 16 of REATE&CM 335, "Application Guide for the
Preparation of Detailed CommonControl Central Office Equipment
These engineering factors shall be taken into conRequirements."
sideration in selecting the type of signaling to be specified for
ANI equipment covered by REAForm 537c, Part III, whenever a choice
No matter what type of signaling
of signaling type is available.
it is important that all prospective bidders
method is specified,
be provided with the drawing numbers of the connecting trunk circuits
proposed for use in the distant office, whether this office is the
Owner's office or a connecting company office.

6)~3

6.5

Trunk Circuits

It should be pointed out that the term "trunk terminating
as used in REAForm 810, refers to all equipment
circuits,"
between the trunk circuit itself and the trun.k conductors or carrier
whereas the term
or radio multiplex derived transmission facilities,
"trunk circuit" refers to the relay equipment used between the
switching network and any trunk terminating circuits which may be
provided.
6.51

The total number of trunk circuits to be listed in each
column will usually be equal to the total number of trunks
listed in paragraph 6.21. The exception would be those carrier or
radio multiplex derived trunks where loop signaling is incl11ded as
a part of the carrier or multiplex equipment and a separate trunk
circuit is not required to function with the ANI equipment. Trunks,
if this type, should be deducted from the total number of trunk
Where new trunk circuits are required for the provision
circuits.
feature, they shall always be provided by the Bidder on
ANI
of the
6.52
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the ANI equipment. If a connecting company into which a trunk group
operates states that it will furnish the local trunk terminating
equipment, it does not mea-rito imply tl'..at it will furnish the trunk
circuits which are required in paragraph 6.21, The connecting
company means that it will furnish ljne balancing equipment, repeating coils and signaling circuits.

6.6 Repeating Coils (Paragraph 6.4)
6.61 All trunk circuits

for ANI service will require repeating
coils, except radio multiplex or carrier derived trunks.
Where the repeating coils are not included as part of the trunk
and are not to
terminating equipment or the trunk circuit itself,
be furnished by a connecting company, the quantities of repeating
coils to be provided by the Bidder shall be specified in the approof paragraph 6.4.
priate colUJJil1S

6.7 Duplex Signaling Circuits

(E & M) (Paragraph 6.5)

6.71 (Paragraph 6.51) For DXtrunks, a DXsignaling circuit

is
required, which should be specified by entering the required
of paragraph 6.51 unless the
quantity in the appropriate colUJJil1S
connecting company is providing the trunk terminating equipment. In
this case, the DX signaling circuit will be provided by the connecting company, and nothing need be entered in paragraph 6.51.

6.72 For carrier

or radio derived trunks employing E & M signaling
including separate inband signaling units, no separate signaling units are required to be specified in paragraph 6.5 since the
necessary signaling circuitry is contained in the carrier or radio
The same holds true
multiplex unit or the inband signaling unit.
where a "loop type" carrier or radio multiplex trunk circuit is
involved.

6.73 (Paragraph 6.52) Where inband signaling sets are required,

the quantity required should be shown in the appropriate
of paragraph 6.52 unless the connecting company is providing
colUJJil1S
the trunk.

6.74 (Paragraph 6,53)

If a type of signaling circuit other tha.r).
DXor inband is required, the required quantity of circuits
shall be entered in the proper column of paragraph 6.53 and a note
covering the type of signaling to be provided shall be included in
paragraph 10, Part III.

6.75 (Paragraph 6.6) Where M lead pulse correction
by the inband signaling
equipped with this feature.

circuits,

is not provided
the trunk circuits shall be
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7)
(PARAGRAPH
SPECIALREQUIREMENTS

7.
7.1

Special Service Selectors

(Paragraph 7,lj_

Where ANI equipment is to be provided in a direct acting
office, and some code other than the standard digit "l" or
trtmks, special
11 11
0 is to be used to access the ANI interoffice
Details of the required selector
service selectors may be required.
arrangement shall be provided in paragraph 7.1, Part III.
7.11

If a shelf with special service selectors is already installed
in the local office, it may be desirable for the Owner to the
r of
order the required additional selectors from the Illlilufacture
ent
equipm
ANI
the
from
ors
select
these
local dial equipment and omit
in
ed
provid
be
shall
ation
explan
an
If this is done,
specification.
paragraph 7.1, Part III.
7.12

7.2

Level Hunting Selectors

(Paragraph 7.2)

trunks is to be provided from
When access to ANI interoffice
it is necessary to provide
arid
levels
step-by-step selector
d from one selector
reache
be
can
for nDre than the 10 trunks which
of level hunting
use
the
er
level, it may be desirable to consid
type of selector,
this
e
provid
Most manufacturers can
selectors.
of 10 trunks in case
group
third)
which will search over a second (or
this arrangement
of
se
purpo
The
the preceding trunks are all busy.
over that obtains
group
trunk
is to increase the efficiency of large
In this case, the
es,
switch
outlet
able with a graded multiple for 10
ated from the
calcul
be
shall
busy hour CCS capacity of the trunk group
bility of
proba
ied
specif
the
full access trunk table appropriate to
ied.)
(P=.01, unless otherwise specif
loss.
7.21

Where level-hunting selectors (or the equivalent) are toin be
provided, an explanation of the details shall be given
paragraph 7.2, Part III.
7,22

7.3

Distributing

Frame Requirements (Paragraph 7.3)

As covered in paragraph 4.01 of Part I, REAForm 537a, tthefor
Owner rmy specify that all ANI equipment cabling (excep
purposes)
the sleeve leads or equivalent used for identification
(IDF) or
frame
shall be brought out to an intermediate distributing
frame (CDF).
to a combined distributing
ity
7.32 If the Owner wishes to have additional IDF or CDFcapac te
indica
so
shall
he
provided as part of this specification,
aph 7.32.
paragr
in
details
the
n
explai
and
7.31
aph
in paragr
7,31
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If the Owner desires .ANIequipment cabling to be terminated
on an IDF or CDF, but has spare terminals available, he
shall leave paragraph 7.31 blank and explain the details in paragraph 7.32.
7,33

Test Equipment (Paragraph 7.4)

7,4

As indicated in paragraph 3,53 of Part I, REAForm 537a, any
portable test sets required for maintaining the .ANIequipment, which are usable only for a specific type of system, shall be
included in the basic bid unless the Owner indicates by a note in
paragraph 10, Part III, that he does not require them. This could
be the case if the Owner already has sets of the required type,
possibly acquired for use with another .ANIoffice in his area.
7,41

If, however, portable test sets of a general nature can be
used for maintaining the .ANIequipment, the Bidder shall
as
recommend such equipment and bid it as a separate alternate,
III.
Part
of
covered in paragraph 7,4
7,42

8)
RAPH
S
(PARAG
POWERREQUIREMENT

8.

8.1 Standby Inverters (Paragraph 8.1)
8.11 As stated in paragraph 3,63 of Part I, REAForm 537a, standby
inverters and automatic transfer circuits may be required for
.ANIsystems which depend on comnercial power for normal operation.
If the local central office is equipped with a standby generator and
the generator voltage is suitable for use with the .ANIsystem and can
be connected to the .ANIsystem in case of comnercial power failure,
paragraph 8.1 need not be checked.
Voltage Limits (Paragraph 8.2)

8.2

The voltage limits of the power plant can usually be obtained
from either circuit descriptions or schematics. A range of
45 to 51+volts is reasonable.
8.21

Additions to Power Equipment (Paragraph 8.3)

8.3
8.31

9,

This paragraph should be filled in only if it is necessary to
supplement or replace the existing power system.

9)
(PARAGRAPH
FLOORPL.ANINFORMATION

(Paragraph 9,1) This paragraph shall be checked when the .ANI
and
equipment is part of a new local dial office instailation
the floor plan shows both systems.
9.1
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(Paragraph 9.2) This paragraph shall be checked when the ANI
It is
equipment is to be installed in an existing office.
indicate
which
s
drawing
plan
floor
accurate
important to furnish
clearly the floor· space available for the ANI equipment. Drawings
should show ceiling heights.

9.2

10)
Y (PARAGRAPH
NOTES
10. EXPLANA'I'OR
10.1 Any items which require further
covered in this paragraph.

clarification

should be

Special arrangements of wiring or equipment not covered in
but desired in some
Parts I or III of this specification,
described under paragraph
should be specifically
special situations,
10, Part III.
10.2

Any carrier
power plants
Bidder in his basic
equipment contract.
"REASpecification
10.3

CAMA.1'

equipment, voice frequency repeaters, standby
or other equipment not to be included by the
bid should be purchased under a separate special
This equipment should not be included in the
for Equipment for Automatic Number Identification.

-

